The month of July stirred jingles in our lives at school. XSEED program made us fold our sleeves and zoomed us with the children.

July month ignited their creative minds with Drawing and Thali Decoration competitions.

Academics also kept children on their toes. In English the tiny tots learnt to enact a play with feelings and expressions. Now, they know the difference between story and a play. Children can be little directors as they know what are scene descriptions and stage directions.

Mathematics was merged with art and culture and here they were taught making patterns by turning, rotating and tessellations. They now know to decode a secret message.

Science classes taught the importance of teeth, how it’s so difficult to talk without our tongues touching the teeth. Taking good care of teeth is essential in life.

Lessons of social science taught them to know the elements of a map.

Now their friends can’t give excuses for not being able to reach to their birthday parties due to not knowing the way. They now know how to make a map of their areas. They also learnt to be a responsible tourist under the topic ‘Northern Mountains’.

Hindi classes were historical and funny where children were taught about the life of Gandhiji and a poem on the Moon. How difficult it is to stitch apparel for the Moon! Isn’t it? It keeps changing its shape!

Drawing classes taught them to make an aeroplane from a plastic bottle.

Music classes filled the colour of patriotism in our students, where they mastered the song ‘Mera Mulk, Mera Desh’.

In Dance classes they learnt about different dance forms and practised on a song of ‘Satyamev Jayate’.

August Month has lot many events in store.